Part 1 Reading is an action sport

“Reading is an action sport”
Keene and Zimmerman
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Strategies that travel…

The characteristics of reading comprehension
and barriers some pupils experience
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Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Part 4
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introductory issues
key concepts about comprehension
13 barriers to comprehension
let’s observe pupils talking about texts
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Used with permission of Microsoft
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We are not aiming to cover all the content in the
manual/handouts.
The slides we do not cover are designed to be read and
understood in the context of the training session.
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Part 1
Introduction
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Four key aspects of reading
Phonemic awareness/
“highway code”/phonics/
look and say/language

Used with permission from microsoft

• Word recognition
• Reading
fluency

Phrases/appropriate pace/
punctuation

• Using strategies when reading
texts
e.g.
• Language, reading
comprehension and enjoyment

Detect errors/repeat/
self correct

Understanding/enjoyment
is goal of reading

reading frequency
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Fluency and reading comprehension…
• Even if we read accurately, we will have
problems beyond the early years if we fail to
read in phrases, so that “reading sounds like
talking”
• Word by word reading often means the start
of a sentence can’t be integrated with the
end
• Some pupils read too quickly so that
Understand
comprehension suffers

Fotolia.com

texts
Fluent reading
in phrases
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In many pupils’ minds, decoding seems to
have a much bigger profile than comprehension
• Many pupils (especially younger and poorer older
readers) think that decoding rather than
comprehension is the main point of reading
• Ofsted inspections…listen and talk to readers …
What advice does
your teacher give you
about reading?

If you get stuck
..sound it out

So we need to ensure a balance in the teaching of
reading…
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Dave’s work out programme
may have had a few blind spots
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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(video clip)
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• Most children “crack the reading code,” and use their
spoken language to understand text
• But evidence indicates that around 10 % of pupils who
decode adequately experience comprehension problems
when reading texts. In a 2 form entry school this may be
around 40 pupils Yuill and Oakhil
• Problems in mastering reading comprehension skills are
quite common and we believe often go unnoticed in the
classroom Clarke, Truelove, Hulme and Snowling 2014
• Reading comprehension difficulties often tend to emerge
around the age of 8 when the language demands of texts
begins to become significant
Yuill and Oakhill

Clarke, Truelove, Hulme and Snowling 2014
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* Native English speakers

Implications of poor comprehension
Pupils who fail to understand adequately what they read…
•

0

Cstockyimages-Fotolia.com

• Are inclined to be less motivated readers and so read
less and have weaker vocabulary, background and text
knowledge
• Listening comprehension (ie listening to texts) is likely
to be weak as it is highly correlated to reading
comprehension.

• Attainment in national assessments in English Maths
and Science at 11 and 16 will be lower because effective
reading to learn is denied Cain 2010

• “… a severe obstacle to educational attainment.”
Perfetti, Landi and Oakhill
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Weak reading comprehension means a reader notices a
lot less about text and how writers construct it. This
invariably shows in their writing

“Every hour spent reading is an hour spent learning
how to write” Macfarlane
What we notice about reading we have the chance of
replicating in our writing

8
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“Researchers have come a long way towards
identifying the critical skills needed for word reading
(decoding). Less research attention has been paid to
comprehension, it’s more complex cousin, although
advances are being made.”
Cain 2010

John was a straightforward sort of bloke,
but his cousin was more complex

20
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Part 2
Key concepts about
comprehension

Vladgrin-Fotolia.com
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Effective adult readers use a range of flexible
reading comprehension strategies so quickly
and automatically …we hardly notice they are
taking place!!!!!!!!
Pressley

The price we pay for our expertise is that
the strategies we use have become hidden
from us Eagleman 2016
22
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Reading is complex…
LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
(facts, concepts, etc)
VOCABULARY
(breadth, precision, links, etc)
LANGUAGE STRUCTURES
(syntax, semantics, etc)
VERBAL REASONING
(inference, metaphor, etc)
LITERACY KNOWLEDGE
(print concepts, genres, etc)
WORD RECOGNITION
PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS
(syllables, phonemes, etc)
DECODING (alphabetic principle,
spelling-sound correspondences)
SIGHT RECOGNITION
(of familiar words)
READING BEHAVIOURS
(application of phonics in texts,
detecting errors, repeating to
check/problem solve, self correcting,
reading in phrases)

Scarborough, 2001
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Many pupils are unaware that they are failing to get
the full meaning from text Cain 2010

I love full stops

Anita

Fotolia.com

You don’t miss what you’ve never had!
24
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Simple View of Reading - 4 types of
readers?
Two relatively separate skills are required for successful
reading and partly explain the variation in pupil performance
“Decoding” and language comprehension
+ good decoding

good language
comprehension

good language
comprehension

poor decoding

-

+

poor decoding

good decoding

poor language
comprehension

poor language
comprehension

Hoover and Gough 1990
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• But researchers have found that some pupils
with both adequate decoding and satisfactory
oral language skills still have reading
comprehension difficulties
• This seems to be because they read in a
passive way
Cain and Oakhill

• “….they blast through the words expecting
meaning to arrive” Tovani
26
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Accurate decoding is crucial but
does not guarantee comprehension

When the mood
took him, Jimmy
Hendrix played
the guitar upside
down.
(Y7 pupil )
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Activity

Correct answers and real understanding ??!!!

Corandic is an emurient grof with many
fribs; it granks with corite, an olg
which cargs like lange. Corite grinkles
several other tarances, which garkers
excarp by glarcking the corite and
starping it in tranker-clarped strobs.
Weaver 1979

1) What is corandic?
2) What does corandic grank with?
3) How do garkers excarp the tarances
from the corandic?
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Comprehension difficulties are often
hidden in the classroom…
because some pupils seem
to decode effectively

Decoding problems are
easily spotted
Comprehension difficulties
are harder to spot
Used with permission from microsoft
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Spoken language and book language are different!
Writing is not speech written down Cain
visual

aural

Word boundaries

No boundaries (rarely silence
between words)

punctuation

Stress, pitch, body language

Can re-read

Memory demands but can ask for
clarification

Fixed topic by writer

Topic negotiated

Formal language not common in
speech
•Vocabulary more diverse
•Complex syntax/sentence length

Informal language

Yuill and Oakhill and Cain 2010
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/binaryape/1458555513/sizes/l/in/photostream/

…takes off the outer shell to get to the nut
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As we read, we forget the surface details, (exact wording
of text), and instead construct the meaning of it
Which
sentence did
you read? .…

He sent Galileo,
the great Italian
scientist, a letter
about it

A
B

This one ?….

A letter about it was
sent to Galileo, the
great Italian scientist
C

Or this one??

Galileo, the great
Italian scientist, sent
him a letter about it

Cain 2010

Kekta Darya-Fotolia.com
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There are many routes to comprehension
difficulties

• Because comprehension
depends on a range of
factors

http://www.flickr.com/photos/elwillo/4337007744 /

• But problems are usually a
combination of factors,
rather than just one
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Learner drivers find different things challenging!
Comprehenders can experience difficulties for a
range of reasons
Driver A
• Sometimes drives too
near others and forgets
to use mirror
http://www.flickr.com/photos/akarmy/2559017789/sizes/l/in/photostream/

Driver B
• May brake too sharply
and use the wrong
gears
http://www.flickr.com/photos/27132029@N06/3478143336/sizes/l/in/photostream/
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Study of 23 pupils who were good decoders but weak in
comprehension skills - Cain and Oakhill 2006
Below average

average

Receptive
vocabulary
Verbal ability

10

13

15

8

Working memory

15

8

Sentence
comprehension
Passage (para)
comprehension

14

9

19

4
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Summary so far….
• A problem in just one area of
reading usually means a problem
with reading.
• There may be 4 types of readers in
our schools…
• Do we attain a balance in the
teaching of reading?
• Many pupils are unaware of their
comprehension difficulties
• Decoding and comprehension are
cousins with comprehension the
more complex!
• Comprehension difficulties can
often be hidden
• Weak comprehension has serious
implications for attainment

• Spoken language and book
language are different
• As we read we forget the precise
words and construct the message
• There are many routes to
comprehension difficulties, but
usually a combination of factors
are involved
• As adults, we use comprehension
strategies so quickly and
automatically we hardly notice
they are taking place
• If we are to help pupils we need
to be sensitive to what the
barriers may be

Activity Take 5 minutes to discuss what has caught
your attention so far…. Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Part 3
13 characteristics and problems that poor
comprehenders experience. Pupils generally
have a combination of difficulties.

decoding

comprehension
http://www.flickr.com/photos/elwillo/4337007744 /
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Just a reminder…

Fotolia.com
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1 Weak background knowledge or failure to use
it when reading
text to self (own experience)
text to world
text to text
Buddy in Keene and Zimmerman 2007

• Harbans’ story
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mikebaird/5856089762/

But even when poor comprehenders do have
background knowledge, they often fail to use it
because they don’t know its valuable
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Good comprehenders make more use of background
knowledge as they read to generate inferences and
therefore improve their memory of the text Yuill and Oakhill
Background

knowledge
switch
Reading can fill in deficits in our first hand experience……….
So it’s crucial for pupils with narrow life
experiences to both listen to texts and read widely
But watch out for pupils who use too much background
knowledge to compensate for not being able to access evidence
from the text
Permission Microsoft

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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2 Vocabulary knowledge
• “Deficits in oral vocabulary knowledge can
be one important reason for reading
comprehension problems.”
• A reader must know at least 90% of the words
in a text to comprehend it
Snowling et al 2009 and Perfetti

Nagy and Scott 2000

He looked at the
neglected borzoi
with despair.
It would take time
and patience to train
it
Cain 2010
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Y7/8 Students explaining meanings of
vocabulary in information texts…
• Highly correlated…. “It’s when you have a
serious heart attack…”
• At this stage… “its where you act out plays…”
• Eventually… “Is it about an event?”
• In contrast… “You can alter the brightness of a
laptop using this…”
• In the short term… “Some terms at school are
shorter than others…”
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Activity
Commercial Sauce Making
Food manufactures have developed many
different sauces. They have a debob lip nan,
depending on their purpose. Canbustolet, the
type of sauce depends on how it needs to be
stored. Ban dengo of ambient sauces are that
they are stored at room temperature. These
have a yin do rey to have a long shelf life, but
once open need to be stored between 0-5
degrees centigrade. Singasco, chilled sauces
have to be immediately stored in a fridge
A range of characteristics/Essentially/Key features/a tendency to/
In contrast
Inf Train 2016 part 1
43
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3 Linking adjacent sentences together to make
sense ……“local coherence”
Ellie wanted to give her
Mother a present. She
went to a department store,
but everything was too
expensive
Cain 2010

Poorer comprehenders often treat each phrase or
sentence in isolation
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Poor comprehenders often have difficulties with
understanding spoken and/or text language

Weak listening comprehension
reading
comprehension
listening to text
comprehension

Reading and listening comprehension are highly correlated

Smiley et al

“Yesterday I …. “

Reading comprehension is a parasite of listening
comprehension

45
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• Eg A 5 year old who listens to the Min Pins by Roald Dahl
will use almost exactly the same skills aged 8 when
he/she reads it
Twins, but not identical
Listening comprehension

•

Reading comprehension

Early language skills support later literacy development
Whitehurst and Lonigan

Some pupils arrive in FS2 having heard 1,000 hours of stories and others
may have heard none. There can be 19 months of difference in
vocabulary between children at 5 years of age Ofsted
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Narrative skills
• When poorer comprehenders re-tell a story they usually
focus on specific details, connect less things together and
lack an overall point (gist) Perfetti ,Landi and Oakhill
There was a troll…
he biffed the
goats….and there
was a bridge…

The story happened
near a bridge by a river.
It was about 3 Billy
Goats who had trouble
with a troll. The troll
waited at the…

• Sequencing ,oral expression and understanding book language
may be an issue…
Mrs Benton shuddered at the ingratitude. The number of times
she’d gone without in order to keep her children fed….

47
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Grammatical understanding
The child read the story
to the teacher.
Hannah was late so she
took the bus.

The child was read the story
by the teacher.
Hannah was late because she
took the bus.

Good comprehenders are more sensitive to syntax
Sentences in text are more formal…

Cain

“I’ve left my bag in the car and it has my glasses in.
My bag, which I left in the car, has my glasses in.

The cat that those of us who actually owned the
house found under the sofa was not at all
familiar to us Oakhill, Cain and Elbro
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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EAL advantages and challenges
EAL learners can draw on more than one language to see how
different genres, sound systems and reading strategies work. Two or
more languages promotes mental flexibility But challenges may be…
Word order
Man Bites Dog!
Much to
Dog Bites Man!
learn you
Bengali: “Good are you how?”
still have
Orange beardflickrCC
Checking Meaning
When we are learning to read in another language, we may focus
on word level understanding at the expense of making
connections and building gist. Literal translations can be tricky…

(French) “I am
impatient for
to see you”

(English) “I
am looking
forward to
meeting you”
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Lake Como sign in Italian, translated into English

Possible delays in the runs
of boats and hydroplanes
or breakup of the means
are not to impute to the
personnel of box office, for
which we invite you to
consider that it is not our
guilt our box office of Lenno.

Thankyou and have a nice
day

50
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(video clips)

5 Distance between a reader’s cultural
background and the text
• “Inferences can be heavily dependent
on a shared cultural background
between text and reader.”
Narvaez 2002

Cfrenta-Fotolio.com

Wash the white clothes on Monday and put them in the stone heap; wash the
colour clothes on Tuesday and put them on the clothes line to dry; don’t walk
barehead in the hot sun; cook pumpkin fritters in very hot sweet oil; soak your
little cloths right after you take them off;
When buying cotton to make a dress be sure it doesn’t have gum on it, because
that way it won’t hold up well after a wash; soak salt fish overnight before you
cook it; is it true that you sing benna on Sundays?; always eat food in such a way
that it won’t turn someones else’s stomach; on Sundays try to walk like a lady and
not like the slut you are so bent on becoming;
Jamaica Kincaid, At the Bottom of the River

53
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Working memory - tasks which require
simultaneous storage and processing

Star discovered!
• The photograph of the newly
discovered star was on the front
page.
• She had just won an award for
best actress
I’m reading one
sentence,
holding it in my
head to build
meaning

Whilst reading
another and
integrating it,
using inference
and background
knowledge

Cain 2010

Good luz fotolia.com
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Working memory
• Not simply an issue of memory …. Poor comprehenders
can often remember lists of unconnected words just as
well as good comprehenders Yuill and Oakhill
• Working memory - a temporary storage and integration
machine
Daneman and Carpenter

• Some pupils experience difficulty storing and integrating
meaning across a single sentence or adjacent sentences

Inside her room, Freddie looked down at Abby
sympathetically, paws on top of a pile of suitcases and
boxes.

55
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7 Good readers are active
readers. As they read they ask
their own questions or predict
…. and read on to find out

Slightly everything

• Comprehension difficulties will not be solved by
always asking students to answer someone else's
questions. Good readers ask their own questions

The photograph of the newly
discovered star
was on the front page.

What kind of star…?

Cain 2010

56
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She had just won an award for
best actress
OK…..that sort of star

Inside her room, Freddy looked at Abby sympathetically,
paws on top of a pile of suitcases and boxes
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Make predictions, ask own questions then
read on to watch out for answers
“A prediction is a forward inference”

Gunning

http://www.flickr.com/photos/faith-raider/2686815633/

The Minpins by Roald Dahl
Little Billy’s mother was very controlling, always telling him exactly
what he could and couldn’t do. All the things he was allowed to do were boring
and the things he wasn’t allowed to do seemed exciting
On this summer afternoon, Little Billy was kneeling on a chair in the living room,
gazing out through the window at the wonderful world beyond. His mother was
in the kitchen doing the ironing and although the door was open she couldn’t see
him. Every now and again his mother would call “Little Billy, what are you doing?”
And Little Billy would always call back and say, “I'm being good Mummy,”
But Little Billy was awfully tired of being good.

Grieving Elephant Starves to Death in Zoo
58
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A type of Death

Some sort of horror
story?????

I’m trapped and will die slowly.

In a cave? Dungeon??

There are many ways to die you know. Mine could be
of the worst.

Slow drowning?

Hmnn….Mum’s in this story?!
So how can he be trapped?!
I’m not exaggerating but my Mum says I am.

This person is not really
trapped… he/ she has had
accident and is in hospital

How would you like it if you were told you had to
lie on your back for 6 weeks without moving?
That’s what happens if you break your neck. You lie still day
after day. They come and feed you.
So Mum is right… this person is
exaggerating… it’s a bad accident and he
has to lie still but probably won’t die!
You can die of boredom you know
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Asking questions in maths
GALLONS OF SOFT DRINK SOLD IN US IN 1 YEAR
(shortened version)

Hyde (2006) used open ended “maths situations” and
asks students to generate possible questions. He found
higher attaining students could ask more complex
questions…
…and that modelling/teaching students to ask questions
led to improved attainment
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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8 Comprehension
monitoring
http://www.flickr.com/photos/27132029@N06/3478143336/sizes/l/in/photostream/

…. Read

and build meaning to get the gist
• Listen to self… check reading makes sense … detects
errors … a trip switch if it doesn’t???
eg If I was chased by a shark,
I’d give it a karty/karate chop Y7 pupil
• Or when decoding is accurate, identify
comprehension “challenges”
Dilip cut his knee. His Mum stroked his head and
looked at him sympathetically. “I’ll get a plaster”,
she said.

61
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Passive readers often either are not aware or just
carry on when something doesn’t make sense
“…they blast through the words, expecting meaning to
arrive.” Tovani
“Good readers isolate confusion” Tovani
Turning two pages over by mistake
and failing to comprehend

???

• “Skilled readers notice
comprehension breakdown as a
signal for re-reading and repair.”
Baker and Garner

A trip switch

http://www.flickr.com/photos/carbonnyc/2206470413/
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Comprehension monitoring…
Make links between
text and background
knowledge

Make
pictures

Predict/ask
questions.. read
on to find out

Notice VIP
words…infer…build
meaning
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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“Poor comprehenders read passively, and less likely to
detect an inconsistency in text… less likely to engage in
strategic reading when they spot one.” Cain 2010
• Baker studied 5, 7 and 9 year olds’ ability to spot three
kinds of error 1. a word that didn’t make sense
2. a text inconsistency 3. false information
Activity
Albert the pretty rabbit
Once there was a rabbit named Albert. He had dark
brown fur that was as soft as could be. He was very
fluffy and had a beautiful welkin. All the other rabbits
wished they had his snow white fur. Albert liked to
eat in Farmer Smith’s garden. Lots of things grew in
the garden but Albert particularly liked the ice-cream
that grew around

• Most children identified one type of error but all age
groups were least successful at identifying internal
inconsistencies…..
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Moles
• It’s very dark underground but for some animals
it’s home. For example, moles are small dark
creatures that can tunnel at high speed. They
have sensitive noses and they see very well. A
mole can dig a tunnel as long as a football pitch in
one night. Moles are very shy and only wake up
at night, but then they get moving! They are
fantastic diggers but they don’t see very well.
Have you ever seen lots of small mounds of soil
on a field? Watch out there’s a mole about!
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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9 Breakdown strategies – Good
readers have a range of
breakdown strategies if they
detect their reading does not
make sense Pressley 2000
Average readers acquire hundreds of new
words each year using context clues

http://www.flickr.com/photos/usaghumphreys/7174852466/

Gunning 2014

1
2
3
4
5

Re read phrase/sentence(s) again to clarify
Garner et al 1984
Look back and identify key words to get meaning Garner
Think aloud ..verbalise your thoughts
Farr and Connor 2004
Make a rich picture in your mind
Oakhill and Patel 1991
Slow down, read back a bit and then on a bit ..
use background knowledge and think like a detective Cain 2010
6 If it’s a tricky word, ask yourself…what do I know about it? It is like
a word I know? Any root clues? Is it a noun, verb, adjective…?
Tri-syllabic?
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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(video clip)
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Inference

10

“Inference is the bedrock of comprehension.”
Harvey and Goudvis 2000
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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(video clip)
Good comprehension involves going beyond the literal
meaning of text. We make links between sentences ,
use knowledge of books and background knowledge to
generate INFERENCES

Poorer comprehenders make fewer inferences as they read
Oakhill 1988 Cain and Oakhill 1999 Cain, Oakhill Barnes and Bryant 2001

In their everyday lives, students constantly make inferences
Gunning
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Authors do not spell out every detail as it would
result in long and boring text……..

Jane was invited to Billy’s
party. She wondered if he
would like a kite. She shook
her piggy bank. It made no
sound. Jane was sad.

Adapted Yuill and Oakhill

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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© selitbul - Fotolia.com

Jane was invited to Billy’s party. It was Billy’s birthday
She wondered whether he would like a kite. So she’s thinking of
buying him a kite for his birthday present. She needs to take one if
she’s going.
She shook her piggy bank. She wanted to check how much money
she had. It made no sound. Oh dear that means she hasn’t any
money! Jane was sad. She thought no money means she couldn’t
go
“Younger or poorer readers can make inferences but are less likely
to do so spontaneously.” Cain and Oakhill
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The “answers” are not all in the text. Readers have to
“bring” plenty of things
Accessing background knowledge is crucial to making
inferences
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Activity

Billy

Billy’s tower

Billy was howling because his whole day had been spoilt. All his work
had been broken by the wave. His mum came over to help but she
accidentally stepped on the one tower that was left. “Never mind”, she
said, “let’s go back for tea. You can build some more towers tomorrow”.

Yuill and Oakhill

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Sometimes inferential clues
will be in a sentence

Billy is a
little boy…

Billy was howling because his whole
day had been spoil
75
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Inferences come in a variety of forms
Grasser, Singer and Trabasco

Local inferences
understanding at a sentence level
• A surprise parcel arrived for Peter and Jane.
(Neale Analysis Question) How do you know Peter and Jane were
not expecting a parcel?
• 39/42 weak comprehenders failed to answer this
question
• David rushed out of the room leaving his mobile on
the table
• New technological advances in trawler design soon
meant fishing quotas had to be introduced
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At other times inferential clues
will be spread out over 1/2 paragraphs
and be crucial to build gist

All his work

…accidentally
stood on the one
tower that was
left

…had been broken by
the wave

Global inferences
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Inference and vocabulary
• We acquire new vocabulary through reading
• Weak inference means pupils may not develop
understanding of new words they come across
Vocabulary land
Inference barrier

Tom was ill in bed. His Mum stroked his head gently
and looked at him sympathetically. “Never mind,
Tom. You’ll feel better tomorrow.”

78
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Activity
Use inference clues to establish the
meaning of unusual words in red

1 Jay lay down on his stomach, and gripped the edges of
the luge as it rushed down the snowy mountain
2 Abe was in love with comedy and like other farceurs
before him and wrote prolifically.
3 The potter malaxated the clay by kneading, rubbing
and adding water
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But weak vocabulary can also prevent us
from making inferences…..
Moments later, Aisha had fixed the problem
So the problem can’t
have been a big one
Permission Microsoft

Inference land

Vocabulary barrier

Vocabulary and inference have a reciprocal relationship
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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11 Identifying importance and integrating
this to build meaning

Used with permission from microsoft

• Often less skilled comprehenders are just as good at
understanding single sentences as good comprehenders
•

Yuill and Oakhill

• But reading a text passage/few paragraphs, we have to decide
what’s important and connect key words, phrases or ideas into
a meaningful whole
• Pupils who are less aware of what’s important in the moment
of reading will struggle to understand the main ideas because
they have not been making critical decisions about what is
important as they read
Oakhill,Cain and Elbro
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Good readers spot important parts of a text...
Eye Gaze technology

…and integrate ideas and info to build a clear
model of the situation

Used with permision microsoft

work
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wave

tower

= beach
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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ACTIVITY

Identify the 4 most important parts and connect

together (GIST)

All Change

“Goodbye life”, thought Abby as she looked down
from her bedroom window. Opposite at the bus
stop everyone was there. All the usual crowd,
messing about. An inner voice screamed, “This isn’t
right! You should be with them, waiting for the
bus”. Abby felt a sharp pang as she saw Becky, her
best friend laughing and joking with Chloe.
Inside her room, Freddie looked down at Abby
sympathetically, paws on top of a pile of suitcases
and boxes. “Goodbye life.” Abby felt like kneeling
down in front of her Mum and pleading “Let’s not
do this because my life will be over”.
Obviously Mum had no human feelings in her.

84
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•
•
•
•
•
•

All Change
Goodbye life
A pile of suitcases and boxes
Mum had no human feelings
Let’s not do this…
Inner voice screamed..

GIST

c@microsoft
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Determining importance in maths…

Ferry Crossing
Mr Jenson takes two children
and his dog on a car ferry. The
charge for the car is £40. On
top of this he pays the standard
adult fare for himself. Children
are charged at half the adult
fare and pets are charged £5.
The total cost of the crossing is
£85. How much is the standard
adult fare?
So take off £40
for car and £5
for dog..
leaves £40…

Two children..
one adult..
plus dog at £5

Adult fare twice
child… so standard
adult fare must be
£20 and child 2x£10

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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highlight in
red…
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The Plague
The first official recording of death
caused by the plague happened in
April 1665. By July, over a thousand
people a week were dying.
People left London in their
thousands and the plague spread
further. However, unlike the Black
Death that had affected the whole
countryside, the 1665 epidemic was
mainly confined to cities and towns.
However, it did spread to smaller
settlements too. For example, in
August, a village in Derbyshire was
affected by the plague.

Records suggest that the plague had
been brought from London in a bale
of cloth infested with rat fleas. The
villagers voluntarily quarantined
themselves to prevent the plague
from spreading. It lasted for more
than a year and killed three-quarters
of the inhabitants.
By September 1665, approximately
7,000 people were dying of the
plague every week in London. Most
affected were the poorer areas.

The winter of 1665 was extremely
cold and the spread of the plague
had come to an end. People felt it
was safe to return back to the cities
by December.
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Year 7 students are asked to give a bite-sized
summary of a text. Three common outcomes are:
A: reads bits of text out B: builds gist mostly in own words…
C: gives a disconnected gist
A

The plague killed lots of people. In a village,
3/4 of the people died. It started in a bale
of cloth. There was a quarantine. It was in
1665

B

The plague happened in 1665 …its cause was
rat fleas, but I think no one knew this at the
time. The plague mainly occurred in cities
although it did spread to some villages. The
text mentioned one village in Derbyshire
where 3/4 of the population died of the virus.
The outbreak lasted 9 months and the cold
winter weather killed the fleas and brought the
plague to an end.
Inf Train 2016 part 1

C

The first recorded
epidemic of plague
happened in 1665..
The plague was
mainly confined to
cities. The winter
of 1665 was
extremely cold and
the plague had
come to an end.

90

12 Visualising-thinking in pictures

• Many students are unaware of the power of
thinking in pictures as they read
• Making images as we read helps us to picture
characters and scenes in fiction and determine
importance in non fiction
• The ability to use imagery strategies may help
weaker comprehenders integrate important parts
and remember text Oakhill and Patel
• Students who have been taught to use imaging
have better reading comprehension Olson in Gunning
91
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13 Low “reading miles”
Seo-gunflickrcc

• We may under-estimate the volume and variety
of reading pupils need to do to develop effective
comprehension skills
• Some readers have weak comprehension simply
because they do not do enough reading
• Reading comprehension, vocabulary and
background knowledge are highly correlated to
reading miles
• Enormous differences in words read each year
by the middle years of school Nagy and Anderson
50,000
100,000
1,000,000
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For some children
motivation to read can easily be disrupted
Mis-match of book…
decoding/comprehension / interest

Few genuine talking
about text opportunities/
or cross curricula work
around texts

Fotolia.com
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Low reading miles produces
weaker knowledge about text
structure in non fiction and
fiction…eg

Knowing how fiction texts work helps us organise,
understand and remember
• Title… anticipate
• Initial introduction… introduces context/characters
• Motivations… eg pirates try to find treasure
• Conflict
• Resolution

Experience/ knowledge of how
texts work gives us a lens through
which we can understand
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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And how information texts
work...a KS3 descriptive text
Characteristics of Acids
Acids are useful chemicals
which enable us to produce
everything from machines to
toothpaste. The key features of
many acids mean they can have
a range of harmful
characteristics and can be
dangerous.
Some acids can be detected by
smell but others are odourless.
Some have a tendency to be
corrosive and severe burning or
death sometimes occurs when
things go wrong. For example,
tankers containing chemicals
sometimes crash and acid
pours onto the road.
Firefighters need protective
clothes to deal with acid
accidents.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key features
Characteristics
A range of../many types of
A tendency to.. For example
Basically
Fundamentally
Essentially
Identify..
Discovered
Explain
..the following..
…composed of…/made up of
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Strategies to help us understand and enjoy reading.
As we read we ……..
Predict

How…
why…?

Text to self

Text to
world
knowledge

I
wonder
Text to text

Use our background Predict, ask questions, Visualise
I wonder…
knowledge and
and read on to find out...
connect to text
I think I’ve
broken
down

Notice
breakdown…

I’ve broken
down but I have
a plan to fix it

and repair it

I:LEARNSUP\1STANDARDS\Inf Manual 2015 \Part 7iv

Watch out for
VIP words/
phrases/ideas

…and put together
to build GIST

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Strategies that travel…
98
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Decoding

Comprehension

Repair
strategies
inference

Predict/ask
Qs

Bla bla bla bla bla bla bla bla
background
bla bla bla bla bla bla bla
Link VIP
bla.Bla bla bla bla bla bla bla ideas/gist
.

Us…on a good day
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Decoding is in control

!

Bla bla bla bla bla bla bla bla
bla bla bla bla bla bla bla
bla.Bla bla bla bla bla bla bla

Reading at bedtime?
100
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inference

Probably.. a boy
aged 3 -5

How???? I will read on…
Predict/ask questions

Billy was howling because his whole day had been spoiled. All his
work had been broken by the wave.
spoiled/work/wave???
Not on
purpose

vocabulary

I’m starting to build
meaning!
Determining importance/connect build meaning/working memory

His Mum came over to help but she accidentally stood on the
one tower that was left.
Link clues together like a detective ..
and background knowledge

Tower + work + wave =
BEACH/SANDCASTLES/TIDE IS IN

“Never mind,” she said. “Lets go back for tea. You can build some
more towers tomorrow.”
I’m getting a clear picture of
Waves once ruined
my sandcastles too!

the scene

Background knowledge
Inf Train 2016 part 1

visualise

Yuill and Oakhill
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(video clip)
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Good comprehenders read in different ways to weak comprehenders

http://www.flickr.com/photos/paulsavala/813970624/sizes/z/in/photostream/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/39891373@N07/3665462673/sizes/l/in/photostream/

Weak comprehenders
• Focus on individual words/sentences
• Attach more importance to decoding
• Have a passive style of reading
• Have lower expectations of making
sense and fewer comprehension
monitoring strategies
• Read fewer books and are less sensitive
to story structure
• Use less background knowledge,
integration and inference
• Have a less efficient working memory

Good comprehenders
• Have comprehension as the goal of
reading
• Identify key words/phrases and ideas
• Activate background knowledge and
visualise when appropriate
• Integrate information/ideas and
generate inferences to develop the
gist
• Makes predictions and ask their own
questions
• Monitor meaning, notice breakdown and use repair strategies
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The different skills that underpin comprehension
are linked and dependent on each other.…..
Comprehension Fun
Park

No vocabulary? … no entry
to inference land mate!

Used with permission from microsoft

• Weak vocabulary limits inference making
• Not using background knowledge limits inference making
• Weak inference means new vocabulary will be difficult to
acquire
• Not recognising important words/phrases/ideas and
putting them together will limit inference
• Weak comprehension is usually a combination of
difficulties
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Strategies to help us understand and enjoy reading.
As we read we ……..
Predict

How…
why…?

Text to self

Text to
world
knowledge

I
wonder
Text to text

Use our background Predict, ask questions, Visualise
I wonder…
knowledge and
and read on to find out...
connect to text
I think I’ve
broken
down

Notice
breakdown…

I’ve broken
down but I have
a plan to fix it

and repair it
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Watch out for
VIP words/
phrases/ideas
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…and put together
to build GIST
Fotolia.com
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There is substantial interplay between
the various comprehension strategies Oakhill, Cain and Elbro

Fotolia.com

EG
Background knowledge…visualise…inference
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Effective readers do things differently…
• It is in the moment of reading that good readers
make critical decisions, so that they acquire a clear
understanding of the text as they read
• Some weaker comprehenders can answer
inferential questions in conversation after a text
• But they often fail to generate inferences in the
moment of reading (during the first read)
• The challenge is to help these readers be more
active in the moment of reading

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Barriers can cause difficulties in
comprehension…
• Literal, inferential and evaluative DfE 1998
• At a word, sentence or paragraph plus level
• In the moment of reading when critical
decisions are made (first read)
• In a test situation, after the text when
responding to a question and checking the
text to answer it
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Part 4
Activity… let’s look at some pupil
profiles…and watch some DVD clips to
discuss what comprehension strategies
are used and perhaps ignored…

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Diagnostic conversations
“Listening to pupils read and talking
about texts is a valuable and illuminating
activity.” Ofsted
Semi-structured conversations around a
short text extract produce quick insights
into a pupil’s reading comprehension .
Which strategies are being used and which
neglected?

110

Strategies to help us understand and enjoy reading.
Text to self

Text to
world
knowledge

Predict

How…
why…?
I
wonder

Text to text

Use our background Predict, ask questions, Visualise
knowledge and
I wonder…
connect to text
and read on to find out...
I think I’ve
broken
down

Notice
breakdown…

I’ve broken
down but I have
a plan to fix it

and repair it

LOL !
I noticed the
writer…
I noticed the
type of text …

I:LEARNSUP\1STANDARDS\Inf Manual 2016\Part1

Watch out for
VIP words/
phrases/ideas

…and put together
to build GIST
Fotolia.com
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Billy’s Tower typically pupils in Y2-3.
Billy was howling because his whole day had been spoilt.
All his work had been broken by the wave. His mum came
over to help but she accidentally stepped on the one tower
that was left. “Never mind”, she said. “Let’s go back for tea.
You can build some more towers tomorrow.”
All Change

typically pupils in Y5-7

“Goodbye life,” thought Abby as she looked down from her bedroom
window. Opposite, at the bus stop, everyone was there. All the usual
crowd, messing about. An inner voice screamed, “This isn’t right! You
should be with them, waiting for the bus.” Abby felt a sharp pang as
she saw Becky, her best friend, laughing and joking with Chloe.
Inside her room, Freddie looked down at Abby sympathetically, paws on
top of a pile of suitcases and boxes. “Goodbye life.” Abby felt like
kneeling down in front of her Mum and pleading, “Let’s not do this
because my life will be over.” Obviously, Mum had no human feelings in
her.
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Pupil Summary - Comprehension strategies used or neglected

Pupil
Names/class

Adult name…………………….
I think
I’ve
broken
down

Predict

How
…
why
…?

I
wonder

Text
to self

Text to
world
knowledge

I’ve broken
down but I
have a plan to
fix it

Text to
text

1
On line

Off line

2
On line

Off line

3

On line

Off line

4

On line

Off line

Inf Train 2016 part 1
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There are some additional slides to
discuss and professional learning
activities to do as a staff
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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Professional learning activities KS1/2
• Each member of staff has diagnostic conversations with 2-3
pupils…some can be filmed and shared. A literacy manager puts
the outcomes together. Are there common strengths and
weaknesses?
• What areas of teaching and learning may need adjustment?
• Try using the pupil survey on reading in Part 2 of the manual.
What pupil perspectives about reading emerge? What action
needs to be taken?
• Do pupils know the core comprehension strategies they need,
especially in KS2? Can they explain and share strategies they used
in a text?
• Try using short texts with 1-3 deliberate mistakes. Do pupils spot
them?
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Professional learning activities in KS3
• Try using the student survey with a sample of Y7 students. What
perceptions about reading do they have? What action may need to
be taken?
• Try having diagnostic conversations with a sample of Year 7
students. What strengths and weaknesses do they seem to have?
What adjustment to teaching and learning may be needed?
• In the student survey, which subjects do students report that
reading is harder/easier?
• Are students receiving help in reading comprehension from subject
teachers?
• Do most Y7 students know core comprehension strategies. Can they
explain them and share where they used them with a short piece of
text
• Discussion. Academic attainment and reading comprehension are
highly correlated. If subject teachers included modelling
comprehension strategies in their subject could this boost both
student engagement and attainment in all subjects?
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Share your experience of pupils with
difficulties in comprehension
• Pick out some of the 13 barriers to
comprehension that you have come across
when working with pupils……….

Used with permission of microsoft
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Fergregory-fotolia.com

Piai-fotolia.com

The connection between reading fluency and comprehension…

…. a film is made up of still images flashed in quick succession to
simulate movement. Slow the film down, and the movement
and meaning slows and the film’s impact is diminished.
Viewers won’t learn as much about the film as if it were
shown at normal speed.
With reading the same thing can happen. When a person
reads word by word, like frame by frame, they are not reading
on the level of ideas. You need to read on some level that’s
more conversational and allows things to coalesce into ideas
themselves.”
Doug Evans, Institute of Reading Development in Cain 2010
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“Comprehension is messy. There is
no clear cut path that the brain
takes when making sense. There
are many roads the mind can take
as it burrows through layer after
layer of meaning.” Tovani 2000
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6 “Because reading
comprehension is a
complex process, and
because so many factors
affect students’ acquisition
of comprehension skills,
researchers and
practitioners approach the
topic of comprehension
testing with trepidation.”
© auremar - Fotolia.com

Carlisle and Rice 2004 in Cain
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• Two aspects to vocabulary-breadth and depth

How precise my
knowledge of
vocabulary is and
how words relate
to each other

How
many
words I
know
Cstockyimages.Fotolio.com

Depth …clear definitions….knowledge of similar words eg
plodding, dawdling, walked wearily or opposites eg bitter/ sweet
Cain

Depth may be more important to comprehension in helping to
make associative links with texts
Oakhill
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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We taught Rex
to read but he
just barks at
print

The good news is that comprehension can
be improved through targeted training and
intervention
Inf Train 2016 part 1
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